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About This Software
What is Kz NTools ?
Kz NTools is a powerfull network tool. Developed by person who hates high ping.
Kz Ntools will ease your connection and he 5d3b920ae0

Title: Kz NTools : Fix Your Network
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
Kz Software
Publisher:
Kz Software
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 (64 Bit)
Processor: Any dual core CPU or highe

English,French,Turkish,Czech

Not bad thanks guys :D. We all know Time warner/ Specturum Is. Not known for great up times atleast in my part of the woods.
I have 500 down and 30 up and use this when my internet is acting a little funky. Norm sorts it right out the web page will load
right up. Like today I got off nord VPN and wanted to browse amazon but amazon wasnt having it. So I load this program up
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and BAM she worked in 2 secs. Idk what they did to the interface tho its kinda u2665u2665u2665u2665ed now. If they fix that
that would be great, Does this boost your speeds? Not at my tier of internet no. Does this help with small connection and
firewall isuess really fast. Yessir. Is this a scam? NO! Should you buy if you have internet issues YES! Sorry for spelling
andu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665im a redneck drop out.. 100 % scam do not buy this. I don't know what it did but when
I use my long range WIFI antenna to sometimes the internet was very slow, with this just before going online, one click and its
faster and snappier. Does something, does not describe exactly what, but it works. Don't regret buying it, some explanation of
the "magic" it does would be nice. Not a scam.
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